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Intentionality and Conflict in The Best Laid Plans
Interactive Narrative Virtual Environment

Stephen G. Ware, Member, IEEE, and R. Michael Young, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present The Best Laid Plans, an in-
teractive narrative adventure game, and the planning technologies
used to generate and adapt its story in real time. The game lever-
ages computational models of intentionality and conflict when con-
trolling the non-player characters (NPCs) to ensure they act be-
lievably and introduce challenge into the automatically generated
narratives. We evaluate the game’s ability to generate NPC behav-
iors that human players recognize as intentional and as conflicting
with their plans. We demonstrate that players recognize these phe-
nomena significantly more than in a control with no NPC actions
and not significantly different from a control in which NPC actions
are defined by a human author.
Index Terms—Computational models of narrative, conflict, in-

tentionality, narrative, planning, The Best Laid Plans.

I. INTRODUCTION

P LANNINGtechnologieshaveprovenapopular framework
for developing interactive narrative experiences [1]–[3].

Plan data structures represent a sequence of causally-linked and
goal-directed events, making them an excellent knowledge rep-
resentation for computational models of narrative phenomena.
Plan-basedmodels are also attractive because they can be gener-
ated and adapted automatically by planning algorithms, allowing
virtual reality systems to rewrite stories at run time to produce
interactive narrative experiences. This article presents one such
experience which uses plan-based models of intentionality and
conflict to generate stories with believable character behavior
and obstacles for the protagonist to overcome.
The Best Laid Plans is an interactive narrative point-and-click

adventure game inspired in part by Fantasy Flight’s storytelling
card game Aye! Dark Overlord. The player takes on the role of
a hapless goblin minion who has been sent on a menial quest by
his master, an evil skeletal wizard. The game uses fast narrative
planning techniques to tell, in real time, the story of how that
quest goes horribly wrong. The player alternates between acting
out a plan for the goblin to complete his mission and watching
that plan get thwarted by non-player characters (NPCs) as they
attempt to achieve their own goals.
The game’s story is generated entirely from scratch by the

Glaive narrative planner [4] based on the player’s intended plan
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for the goblin. Riedl and Young’s [5] model of agent intention-
ality ensures that all the actions in the story can be explained in
terms of the motivations and goals of the agents who take them.
Ware, Young, Harrison, and Roberts’ [6] model of conflict al-
lows Glaive to reason about failed and thwarted plans and how
conflicts can be introduced to add obstacles for the protagonist
to overcome.
We evaluate The Best Laid Plans in a controlled playtest to

demonstrate that the stories it generates have recognizable in-
tentionality and conflict. The system is tested relative to two
controls, one in which NPCs do not act and one in which NPC
behaviors are scripted by a human author. Section IV presents
the results of this evaluation, which shows that players recog-
nize intentionality and conflict more than in the control and not
significantly differently from in the human-authored version.
These results provide evidence that plan-based interactive nar-
rative techniques can reason about narratological phenomena in
real time to generate interactive stories in a virtual environment.
This article also serves as a description of the game, how it

is designed, and how it can be used by other researchers for
interactive narrative research. Section II describes the game
world, how players interact with it, and the architecture of
the system. Section III briefly describes those aspects of the
narrative planner that are relevant to the evaluation.

II. GAME DESIGN

The Best Laid Plans was conceived as both a tool for eval-
uating plan-based computational models of narrative and a re-
search prototype to demonstrate the viability of fast narrative
planning for interactive virtual environments. The design of the
system is partially in response to a demand in the intelligent nar-
rative technologies community for more fully-realized systems
which are modular and can be reused and modified by other re-
searchers. Our choice of theme—a goblin minion on a doomed
quest—is designed to enable stories fraught with conflict and
follows Horswill’s observation [7] that nascent interactive nar-
rative techniques may be better suited to farce than high drama.

A. Gameplay
Players alternate between acting out a plan and watching it

get thwarted by NPCs. The game begins in Make Your Plan
mode, where the player is given control of the goblin and asked
to make a plan for retrieving a bottle of hair tonic from the local
village. The Dark Overlord, whom the goblin serves, watches
telepathically from the top left of the screen and occasionally
provides information or feedback. NPCs are minimally reactive
in this mode, meaning they will not take actions of their own
volition and will only participate in interactions initiated by the
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Fig. 1. When the player clicks on an item, a context-sensitive menu describes
the available actions using icons and text.

goblin (e.g., accepting trades). As the player acts, the goblin’s
plan is described in text on the left side of the screen. This mode
ends once the player has formed a complete plan that ends in re-
turning to the Dark Overlord’s tower with the hair tonic in hand.
All actions taken during Make Your Plan mode are visualized
with animations, sound, and possibly a textual message from
the Dark Overlord.
After forming a plan, play changes to Watch Your Story Un-

fold mode in which the player watches the goblin execute the
plan. Actions are visualized the same way.1 In this mode, NPCs
may act, and they will act to thwart the goblin’s plan if pos-
sible. At any time, the player can choose to return toMake Your
Plan mode and modify the goblin’s plan starting from that mo-
ment in the story. If the goblin dies in this mode, the Dark Over-
lord rewinds time to the moment before the goblin’s death and
returns the game to Make Your Plan mode. Play continues in
this fashion, with the player alternately acting out a plan and
watching that plan get thwarted, until the goblin finally returns
the tower with the hair tonic.
During Make Your Plan mode, the game has a simple point-

and-click interface. The player can click on characters and ob-
jects in the world (including objects in the goblin’s inventory,
which are displayed at the bottom of the screen) to reveal a con-
text-sensitive menu of available actions, as seen in Fig. 1. For

1To help players distinguish between modes, the words Make Your Plan or
Watch Your Story Unfold are written at the top of the screen. Additionally, a
semitransparent halo effect (see Fig. 2) is placed around the corners of the screen
in Make Your Plan mode.

example, when the player clicks on the hair tonic bottle, he or
she is presented with three options: the eye icon (to examine the
item), the hand icon (to pick up the item), and the handshake
icon (to trade for the item, if it is for sale). A text description
of the action is also shown to inform the player what the icons
mean and to provide additional context. For example, if the hair
tonic is for sale and its owner alive, the hand icon’s description
will read “Steal the hair tonic.” A complete list of actions and
other elements of the game’s interface are shown in Fig. 2.
Two numbers are displayed on the screen: score and mana.

Score begins at 0. Every time the game enters Make Your Plan
mode, mana is reset to 25.When the player takes an action,mana
is reduced by 1 (thus limiting the player to 25 actions per plan)
and score is increased by 1. The player’s final score is the total
number of actions taken in Make Your Plan mode throughout
the game. The total number of actions taken over the course of
the game can exceed 25, but each individual time the game en-
ters Make Your Plan mode, the player is limited to 25 actions.
The goal of the game is to minimize the final score, which en-
courages players to choose shorter plans over longer ones. To
increase replay value, various achievements can be earned that
lower the player’s final score. Achievements are based on par-
ticular play styles. For example, the Triple Homicide achieve-
ment is earned for killing three or more human NPCs and lowers
the player’s final score by 3 points, whereas the Mr. Nice Guy
achievement is earned if the goblin does not kill any human
NPCs and lowers the player’s final score by 4 points.
An example game transcript is given in Fig. 3. The player

starts by making a simple plan where the goblin walks to the
town potion shop, buys the hair tonic, and walks home. This
plan has 11 steps, so the player’s score is 11 at the end of the first
Make Your Plan mode. When this plan is visualized in Watch
Your Story Unfold mode, the goblin gets waylaid and killed by
a bandit on the way to the tower. Time rewinds to the moment
before the bandit kills the goblin, and the game returns toMake
Your Planmode. Now the player must find some way around the
bandit. The player decides that the goblin should return to town,
steal a sword from the market, and use is to fight his way past the
bandit. This new plan has 7 steps, so the player’s score is now

. When this plan is visualized, the bandit follows
the goblin into town, where the town guard kills first the bandit
and (since he is now a criminal) the goblin. Time rewinds to the
moment before the guard killed the goblin, and the player must
now find a way around this new obstacle. Play continues like
this until the goblin finally makes it to the tower with the hair
tonic.

B. Game World
The game’s 3-D environment provides a modest but non-

trivial storytelling space. It contains 15 locations (see the map in
Fig. 2), 17 items which can be picked up and used (including 4
kinds of spells to cast), 2 animal NPCs, and 7 human NPCs.
The state of the game world—where each character is, what
items each character is carrying, etc.—can be described by 745
Boolean predicate literals.
There are 10 kinds actions available to the player. Two

actions, Look At and Talk To, provide information to the player
but do not affect the state of the world. The remaining 8
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Fig. 2. The game’s interface (top), world map (bottom left), and the list of all 10 available actions (bottom right). This image shows the goblin in the town square
along with the town guard and the weapon merchant. Clickable arrows on the ground indicate other locations the goblin can walk to: down to the junction, left
to the tavern, up to the alley, and right to the potion shop. The current mode, Make Your Plan, is indicated at the top of the screen and by the frosted corners of
the viewport. The Dark Overlord is watching telepathically from the top left and occasionally provides information. The player’s plan is listed to the left. The
goblin’s inventory, mana, and score are at the bottom of the screen, along with the Stop button which returns the game toMake Your Planmode (which is currently
deactivated since the game is already in Make Your Plan mode).

actions can be taken by any human character (player or NPC).
There are 848 possible parameterizations of these actions
which might occur during the game. Note that this number
does not include the thousands of possible parameterizations
that can never occur.
One purpose of this game is to test if an audience can

perceive intentionality in the actions of NPCs. NPC goals are
conveyed to the player both through text and by relying on
genre tropes. For example, merchant characters make sales

pitches when they speak to the player, and the presence of
a trade option when examining items for sale is meant to
communicate that a character wants to sell certain items.
The Dark Overlord will warn the goblin telepathically about
the intentions of the bandit and the hungry wild animals.
Section IV-B shows that players mostly agreed with the
statement “The other characters were following their own
goals,” so we believe the game successfully communicates
NPC goals to the player.
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Fig. 3. Example transcript of a complete game. Steps in gray never occur due
to conflict. Steps in red are visualized, but then time is rewound to restore the
goblin to life.

C. Architecture

The game has a simple client/server architecture in order to
decouple the virtual world from the story planner. This allowed
us to test various interactive narrative approaches during the
evaluation and will enable future researchers to use The Best
Laid Plans as a testbed for their own techniques.

The client comprises the 3-D world and game interface. It
was created in the Unity game engine, version 4.2. The server
was created in Java 1.7 and communicates with the client over
a TCP socket. Each time the player finishes acting out a plan in
Make Your Planmode, the client sends the intended plan for the
goblin to the server. The server responds with a plan which may
also include actions by the NPCs and must either result in the
player’s plan executing successfully or the goblin’s death. This
plan is then visualized in Watch Your Story Unfold mode. The
client sends a report each time an action is completed so that the
server can update its model of the current world state.
The client and server executables, source code for the server,

instruction manual, tutorial video, and a complete formal de-
scription of the story world [in the Planning Domain Definition
Language (PDDL)] can be downloaded from: http://nil.cs.edu/
projects/blp/.
We encourage other researchers to use this game as an envi-

ronment for testing their own interactive narrative techniques.

III. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS OF INTENTIONALITY
AND CONFLICT

The Best Laid Plans uses a narrative planner called Glaive [4]
to generate an interactive story in tandemwith the player by con-
trolling the game’s NPCs. Glaive leverages two computational
models of narrative to ensure that its stories meet the narrative
expectations of the audience: Riedl and Young’s [5] model of
agent intentionality and Ware et al.’s [6] model of conflict. The
purpose of this article is to demonstrate that human players rec-
ognize intentionality and conflict in the stories generated by The
Best Laid Plans. The details of the Glaive algorithm are outside
the scope of this article, but Glaive’s definitions of intentionality
and conflict are reproduced here.

A. Plan-Based Causal Models
A planner attempts to solve the following problem: given a

world in some initial state, a goal, and a set of possible actions,
find a sequence of those actions (called steps) which achieves
the goal [8]. Each step has preconditions which must be true
immediately before it is executed and effects which modify the
world state.
The partial order causal link (or POCL) plan model contains

a first class representation of causality called causal links. Riedl
andYoung [5] extended this model to define a kind of intentional
planning which ensures that characters appear to act believably
while still achieving the author’s goal. Each action in an inten-
tional planning problem is annotated with a list of characters
who must consent to take that action. We call these consenting
characters. In a valid plan, each action must be explained in
terms of the motivations and goals of its consenting characters.
Actions which do not require the consent of any characters rep-
resent accidents or forces of nature. Actions which require the
consent of multiple characters require that each character have
its own reason to take the action and thus represent cooperation.
Ware and Young [9] further extended this model to represent

failed plans and conflict. By marking certain actions as intended
but not executed, a plan can represent actions that characters
wanted to take but could not due to causal conflicts with other
agents or the environment. For each conflict, a plan represents
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multiple possible worlds, one in which the agent’s plan succeeds
and one in which the agent’s plan fails.
In short, a narrative planner using both of these models is

solving a multi-agent coordination problem. The planner must
find a series of steps which achieves the author’s goal (in this
case, the author’s goal is that the goblin die), but each step
must be explained in terms of the individual goals of the agents
who take them. The planner acts as an invisible puppet master,
achieving the author’s goal by only taking steps which are
clearly motivated and goal-oriented for the characters who take
them.

B. Intentionality

The rich knowledge representation of POCL plans makes
them appealing for computational models of narrative, but little
research has been done on fast POCL planning in recent years,
so the current state of the art in that area is often considered
too slow for use in real time systems such as The Best Laid
Plans.2 Alternatively, forward-chaining state-space heuristic
search planners have proven extremely fast [10] but use a very
simple knowledge representation. Glaive attempts to combine
the strengths of both approaches. Glaive is a forward-chaining
state-space heuristic search planner based on Hoffmann and
Nebel’s [11] fast-forward planner that tracks causal links in
addition to the current state of the world. In other words, a
Glaive plan tracks not only which propositions are true and
false but also which previous steps made them true or false.
This allows Glaive to benefit from the speed of fast heuristic
planning while still performing the causal reasoning on which
its models of intentionality and conflict are based.
Definition 1: A causal link exists from step to step

for proposition if and only if occurs before has the effect
has a precondition , and no step occurs between and

which has the effect . We say is the causal parent of , and
that a step’s causal ancestors are those steps in the transitive
closure of this relationship.
A causal link explains how a fact which is needed by a later

step was established by an earlier step. Cognitive scientists [12],
[13] have observed that humans reason about causally linked
chains of events when experiencing a narrative. These chains
can be used to characterize intentionality [14], [2] in terms of
goal-directed actions.
A narrative planner must reason about two kinds of goals: the

author’s goal and the goals of individual characters. Character
goals are expressed as modal intends propositions in the cur-
rent state (e.g., the goblin intends to be in possession of the hair
tonic). These modal propositions are part of the planning do-
main which can appear anywhere a proposition might, such as
in the initial state of the story world or the effects of a step. For
example, the take action specifies that if the item being picked

2Forward-chaining state-space heuristic search planners like Glaive have
dominated the biannual International Planning Competition since its inception
in 1998 [10]. This does not imply that POCL planners are inherently slower,
only that no current POCL algorithms are known which can perform compa-
rably on benchmark problems. As a point of comparison, the original narrative
planner, IPOCL [5], was tested on a single benchmark problem. It took over 12
hours to solve it, visited 673,079 nodes and expanded 1,857,373 while using
a domain-specific heuristic. By contrast, Glaive takes only 64 milliseconds,
visits 12 nodes and expands 189 while using a domain independent heuristic.

up is for sale and the owner is alive (i.e., the item is being stolen)
then the town guard intends that the thief be dead. Thus char-
acters can adopt and abandon goals over the course of plan as
a result of the actions they or other characters take. Character
goals are specified in the planning domain, but the planner de-
cides how the characters will act to achieve them. We call a
causally-linked, goal-directed chain of steps taken by a single
character an intentional path in a plan:
Definition 2: An intentional path is

an alternating sequence of steps and propositions. All the
steps in the path must have a common consenting character
who intends some goal proposition . Beginning in the state im-
mediately before step and until the state immediately before
step , it must be true that intends . The final proposition
in the path must be , and the final step must be a step with
effect . There must also exist a causal link for all

.
When a step appears on an intentional path for some char-

acter and some goal, we say it is intended by that character as
a means of reaching that goal. Consider an example from the
game world. Suppose the goblin has entered the town potion
shop and stolen the hair tonic. This causes the guard to adopt the
goal that the goblin be dead. The plan which is visualized during
Watch Your Story Unfold mode could contain the following in-
tentional path for the guard and his goal that the goblin be dead.
1) : The guard enters the potion shop.
2) : The guard is in the potion shop.
3) : The guard kills the goblin in the potion shop.
4) : The goblin is dead.

The last proposition in the path is the character goal. The last
step is an action taken by the guard which achieves the goal.
There also exists a causal link which explains why the
guard entered the potion shop—he did so in order to be in the
same location as the goblin so that he could kill the goblin. By
ensuring that all steps appear on causal chains, Glaive ensures
that every action can be explained in terms of the individual
goals of the characters who take them.

C. Conflict
Intentionality and conflict are closely related; narratologists

have described conflict in terms of thwarted intentional actions
[15]. Ware et al. [6] demonstrated that when reading plan-based
narratives an audiences can recognize when one agent’s action
undoes the preconditions needed for steps in another agent’s
plan. Glaive’s definition of conflict centers on how one inten-
tional path can thwart another.
A conflict in The Best Laid Plans involves two agents. For

each agent, Glaive has discovered an intentional path that
explains how the agent will achieve one of its goals. We say
these intentional paths conflict when one would prevent the
other from succeeding. This means that the actual story Glaive
generates cannot contain all steps from both intentional paths;
once one character’s plan has been thwarted, the rest of his plan
cannot be included (because it is now impossible to execute).
The steps that get left out are referred to as intended but not
executed steps [6].
Definition 3: A conflict exists between agent , for which

there exists an intentional path , and agent , for which there
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exists an intentional path , if there exists some step
with precondition and some step with effect such
that, in the story generated by the planner, step occurs, step

does not occur, and none of the other steps after from
occur.
This formal definition will be more clear when we consider

an example from the game world. Suppose the goblin has the
hair tonic and is currently in the town. Recall that his goal is to
reach the tower with the hair tonic. The steps in his intentional
path are as follows.
1) The goblin walks to the junction.
2) : The goblin walks to the bridge.
3) The goblin walks to the crossroads.
4) The goblin walks to the tower.

The bandit wants to steal items from travelers. In this particular
situation, the bandit wants to be in possession of the hair tonic.
The steps in his intentional path are as follows.
1) The bandit walks to the junction.
2) : The bandit kills the goblin.
3) The bandit takes the hair tonic from the goblin’s body.

One precondition of the walk action is that the traveling char-
acter be alive. Action (the bandit kills the goblin) makes it im-
possible for step (the goblin walks to the bridge) to happen.
We can say that step thwarts the goblin’s intentional path .
These two intentional paths can be combined into a story which
satisfies the author’s goal that the goblin be dead.
1) The goblin walks to the junction.
2) The bandit walks to the junction.
3) The bandit kills the goblin.

All the steps in this plan can be explained in terms of character
goals because they lie on intentional paths for those characters.
This is true even when some steps from those intentional paths
are not included in the actual plan that gets visualized. We know
why the goblin walked to the junction (so that he could continue
on to the tower) even though we do not actually see it happen.

D. Story Selection
Having stated the general definitions used intentionality and

conflict, we now turn to some of the specific constraints placed
on the planner specifically for The Best Laid Plans.
Every time the player finishes Make Your Plan mode, the

game client sends the intended plan for the goblin to the server.
Glaive then visits the first 5000 nodes in its search space, using
the current world state as the root. Due to the limit imposed by
the player’s mana score, an individual plan for the goblin cannot
be more than 25 actions. These limits of 25 actions and 5000 vis-
ited nodes were chosen based on performance testing to ensure
that the planning phase never took longer than 1 second on the
computers used in the evaluation of the game. We consider 1
second or less to be sufficiently fast performance for online in-
teractive narrative generation.
If no plan is found which results in the goblin’s death, the

player’s plan is returned as-is to the client, otherwise the best
solution is returned. When multiple plans that results in the
goblin’s death are found, we rank them according to the fol-
lowing domain-independent metrics.
1) Prefer the story in which the player witnesses the highest

number of goals achieved by other characters.

2) In the event of a tie, prefer the story in which 75% of the
player’s original plan is executed before the goblin dies (or
as close to 75% as possible). This threshold of 75% was
chosen based on feedback from players of an early version
of the game, but we make no claim that this threshold is
necessarily optimal.

3) In the event of a further tie, prefer the shorter story.
4) In the event of a further tie, prefer the story in which the

player witnesses the highest number of goals acted on but
not achieved by other characters.

These metrics are motivated by two design principles: The
player should see as much of their own plan as possible, and
the player should see as many NPC actions as possible.

IV. EVALUATION

We claim that the interactive stories generated by The Best
Laid Plans have recognizable intentionality and conflict.We ex-
pect an audience to recognize that these phenomena are lacking
when NPCs do not act and present when NPCs act according
to their expectations. The ability to generate interactive stories
with these phenomenawas evaluated in an empirical human trial
of The Best Laid Plans. Three different versions of the server
side of the game were created for this trial.
• Control: NPCs do not act, except when cooperating with
the goblin (e.g., trading). In this version, the player’s plan
is simply returned by the server with no modifications and
thus will always succeed.3

• Glaive: NPCs are controlled by the Glaive planner as de-
scribed in the previous section.

• Scripted: NPCs are controlled by triggers written by a
human author using a declarative scripting language. In
an attempt to remain objective, we asked another scientist
familiar with planning technologies, but with no direct
experience in the development of this game, to write these
triggers. The complete list of triggers is given in Fig. 4.
When fully grounded, there are a total of 44,733 possible
instances.

This Scripted version of the game is meant to approximate
the video game industry’s current approach to interactive narra-
tive: hand-authored scripts that must anticipate every important
narrative situation at design time. Levine [16] has identified the
need for procedural narrative generation in games at run time.
Such narratives have the potential to increase replay value and
to adapt to the needs and desires of individual players. To re-
alize these long-term goals, we must first ensure that we can
reliably generate stories with essential narrative properties like
intentionality and conflict. Human-authored scripts must be au-
thored individually for each new virtual environment and may
vary in quality based on the skill of the author and the author’s

3The other control we considered is one in which the NPCs are coordinated
by a classical planner (i.e., one with no particular model of narrative) that at-
tempts to prevent the goblin from completing his mission. In this version, NPCs
would thwart the goblin with no consideration of their individual goals. For ex-
ample, every NPC capable of attacking the goblin would converge on him and
attack immediately with no motivation or provocation. We decided not to use
this control because it would be extremely tedious—probably requiring dozens
of plans per game—and we feared that too few players would finish the game
to provide a sufficient control group.
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Fig. 4. Triggers uses in the Scripted version of the game, translated from the
declarative scripting language into natural language.

ability to foresee every possible situation. The advantage of al-
gorithms like Glaive is their ability to reliably generate stories
with these properties in real time using formal computational
models.
We make no claim that the particular set of triggers used in

the Scripted version represents the way that humans in general
would script such behaviors, only that this set of scripts is one
possible set which succeeds in generating stories with inten-
tionality and conflict. This claim is supported by the results in
Section IV-B, which show that people who played this version
of the game mostly agreed with the statements, “The other char-
acters had good reasons for their actions,” “The other characters
were following their own goals,” “The other characters were re-
acting to the things I did,” and, “Some characters were trying to
prevent me from accomplishing my goals.”

A. Experimental Design

Subjects were first shown a tutorial video that explained how
to play the game. They were also given a printed instruction
manual to consult at any time during play, which included the
map of the world and list of available actions shown in Fig. 2.
Subjects were asked to play the game only once and then to fill
out a survey about their experience. Subjects were alone in the
room during play and while filling out the survey. Each subject
played only one of the three versions of the game.
We recruited participants from among graduate and under-

graduate Computer Science students at North Carolina State
University via e-mail, social networking, and posted fliers.
Many students are offered extra credit in their classes for
participating in research studies.

A total of 75 subjects played the game. From those, 4 were re-
moved from consideration because the game crashed. Five were
removed because they played the game multiple times. 1 was
removed for not watching the tutorial video and expressing sig-
nificant confusion about the interface and goal of the game. 1
was removed for having significant knowledge of the Glaive
system before participating. The remaining 64 subjects were
split evenly between the three treatments.
• Control: 21 subjects, 16 M/4 F/1 T, mean age 22.
• Glaive: 21 subjects, 17 M/4 F, mean age 21.
• Scripted: 22 participants, 16 M/6 F, mean age 22.

Most subjects had prior experience playing video games. 55 of
64 had played at least one role playing game in the last five
years; 31 had played 5 or more; 19 had played 10 or more. 44
of 64 had played at least one point-and-click adventure game in
the last fives years; 14 had played 5 or more; 6 had played 10 or
more.
The post survey was composed of statements about intention-

ality, conflict, and other factors. Subjects were asked to report
to what extent they agreed with those statements on a 7 point
Likert scale ranging from 1, “Strongly Disagree” to 7, “Strongly
Agree.” The statements from the post survey relevant to this
evaluation are given in Table I.

B. Results
The purpose of this trial was to test whether or not subjects

recognized intentionality and conflict in interactive stories gen-
erated by The Best Laid Plans. In general, we hypothesized that
the Glaive and Scripted versions would outperform the Control,
and that there would be no significant differences between the
Glaive and Scripted versions. Specifically, we expected subjects
who played the Glaive and Scripted versions to agree signifi-
cantlymorewith all statements except Statement 4 (“Some char-
acters were trying to help me accomplish my goals.”). We ex-
pected no significant difference in agreement across treatments
for Statement 4 because the game contains only neutral and hos-
tile NPCs and no friendly NPCs.
The Wilcoxon sum-rank test [17] was used to compare treat-

ments. This is a non-parametric test for comparing indepen-
dent samples of ordinal data. It not only allowed us to reject
the null hypothesis—that agreement was about the same across
treatments—but also to confirm an alternative hypothesis—that
one treatment showed higher agreement than another. We com-
pared each of the three treatments pairwise to one another. The
results of those comparisons are given in Table I. A p value
is given for each hypothesis, which indicates the probability
that the observed differences are due to chance. These values
were adjusted using Benjamini and Hochberg [18] correction
for multiple comparisons. Common language effect size is also
given, which indicates the proportion of samples which sup-
ported the hypothesis. A green check mark indicates support
for our hypotheses, whereas a red X indicates no support. Three
statements on the post survey showed a significant difference

in agreement across treatments, and the alternative
hypotheses for these are highlighted in bold.
1) Intentionality: Fig. 5 demonstrates that subjects who

played the Scripted version mostly agreed with question 1,
2, and 3, which were designed to measure the perception of
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TABLE I
PAIRWISE COMPARISONS OF AGREEMENT WITH STATEMENTS ON THE POST SURVEY

Fig. 5. Diverging stacked bar charts showing agreement with three statements
on the post survey measuring the perception of intentionality in NPCs.

intentionality. This implies that the human author’s scripts
successfully conveyed intentionality through the actions of the
NPCs.
Subjects who played the Glaive and Scripted versions agreed

more with the statements “The other characters were following

Fig. 6. Diverging stacked bar charts showing agreement with two statements
on the post survey measuring the perception of conflict between the player and
NPCs.

their own goals,” and “The other characters were reacting to
the things I did,” than subjects who played the Control. There
was no significant difference in agreement between the Glaive
and Scripted versions for these statements. This supports our
hypotheses for those two statements and demonstrates that sub-
jects recognized intentionality in the NPCs for the Glaive and
Scripted versions of the game.
Most subjects agreed with the statement “The other charac-

ters had good reasons for their actions,” across all treatments.
This is encouraging for the Glaive and Scripted versions of the
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game, but strange for the Control since the NPCs did not act
other than to react to the goblin during actions like trades. We
speculate that subjects who played the Control and observed no
actions by NPCs were not sure how to answer this question.
2) Conflict: There were no significant differences in agree-

ment across treatments for the statement “Some characters
were trying to help me accomplish my goals.” This supports
our hypothesis and was expected because the game contains no
friendly NPCs.
Subjects who played the Glaive and Scripted versions

agreed more with the statement “Some characters were trying
to prevent me from accomplishing my goals,” than subjects
who played the Control. This supports our hypothesis and
demonstrates that subjects did recognize conflict with NPCs in
the Glaive and Scripted versions. This is also consistent with
previous experiments by Ware et al. [6] which demonstrated
that thwarted plans are recognizable to audiences reading short
text stories.

V. CONCLUSION
The results collected from these 64 playtesters support our

hypotheses (to the extent discussed above). We have demon-
strated two critical results. The first is that players can recognize
when intentionality and conflict are present to different extents.
They recognize these phenomena more clearly in stories gener-
ated by Glaive and Scripted than in stories with no NPC actions.
The second result is that they agree these phenomena are present
in stories generated by Glaive and Scripted, and they do not rec-
ognize significant differences in these phenomena between the
two versions. We make no claim that these models of intention-
ality and conflict are the only way to express these qualities, nor
that they are the simplest possible models. We only claim that
Glaive succeeds in generating stories which an audience does
not recognize as significantly different from those scripted by a
human author with regards to intentionality and conflict in this
virtual environment.
Previous studies by Riedl and Young [5] and by Ware et al.

[6] evaluated these same computational models of intentionality
and conflict in static text stories. This evaluation provides fur-
ther support for the validity of these models by testing them in a
new context, a dynamic 3-D virtual environment whose narra-
tive was potentially different for each player. We consider both
kinds of studies valuable and complimentary for the evaluation
of these models because each controls for different aspects of
the experience.

VI. MIS-SPUN TALES AND FUTURE WORK

Two notable emergent properties arose during the design and
testing of The Best Laid Plans which suggest interesting direc-
tions for future work. Firstly, it was our intention to design a vir-
tual world in which it was always possible to thwart the player’s
first plan. However, while the game was being exhibited at a
conference, one dedicated player discovered a plan which could
not be thwarted. This demonstrates that, even in relatively small
virtual environments such as this one, it is difficult to antici-
pate the entire space of play at design time. As Pizzi et al. [19]
have demonstrated, the same plan-based tools which control the
NPCs can be used to simulate players during the design phase to

generate a representative sample of the play space and to detect
situations such as this one.
Another interesting behavior arose when the town guard had

to decide between justice and hunger. In the Glaive version, the
guard has two motivations: to kill criminals and to find some-
thing to eat. Food is available in the tavern, but the guard has no
money. We anticipated numerous interactions based on these
motivations: the guard can thwart the player if the goblin com-
mits a crime, the guard will go to the tavern to eat if given
money, and the guard can be circumvented by giving him poi-
soned food. Instead, at the start of every story, the guard would
walk to the tavern, steal food from the innkeeper, eat it, and then
(because he was now a criminal) kill himself. This behavior is a
valid intentional plan, and the model correctly represents it as an
internal conflict between the guard and himself. However, be-
cause this removed the guard from the game before the player
had a chance to interact with him, we imposed the constraint
that the guard cannot enter the tavern. This fixed the problem,
but a more robust solution is needed. Perhaps the model of con-
flict needs to be extended with some mechanism for resolving
internal conflicts based on a character’s priorities. For example,
we could specify that the guard’s desire for justice is greater than
his desire for food, so when presented with a conflict between
these two desires he would choose not to act on the plan to steal
the food.
The Best Laid Plans attempts to validate the plan-based com-

putational model of conflict proposed by Ware et al. in an in-
teractive setting. The player needs to experience conflict for the
evaluation to be effective, so it is essential that the game be able
to predict the player’s plan accurately, but this task is exceed-
ingly difficult [20]. The distinction between Make Your Plan
mode and Watch Your Story Unfold mode was implemented
to avoid the need for plan recognition; by asking the player
to report a plan the game can be sure to thwart it if possible.
However, this distinction breaks the immersion of the game and
was reported to be tedious. Having demonstrated that players
recognize conflict when the system has an accurate means of
plan recognition, we intend to relax this constraint in future ver-
sions of the game by eliminating the distinction between the two
modes and allowing NPCs to act at the same time the player is
acting.
Controlling NPCs in real time will present new interactive

narrative challenges to ensure that the player experiences
conflict, challenge, and suspense. Accurate plan recognition
techniques [21] can be leveraged to achieve similar results
without first asking the player to report a complete plan. We
also see great potential for extending the possible worlds
reasoning used in Glaive’s model of conflict to cover a wider
variety of phenomena because numerous narrative theorists
have developed analytical systems based on possible worlds
[22], [23]. Building on work by Gerrig and Bernardo [24],
Cheong and Young [25] demonstrated that as readers perceived
fewer plans for the protagonist to escape peril their experience
of suspense increased. By generating and updating a network
of possible worlds, fast narrative planning algorithms should be
able to reason about how many possible solutions exist for the
player in The Best Laid Plans. This system would coordinate
NPCs to minimize the number of available solutions while still
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ensuring that at least one exists, thus generating conflict and
increasing the user’s experience of suspense.
Finally, one important direction for future work will be to de-

velop larger, more complex interactive narrative virtual environ-
ments. While we were encouraged to see no significant differ-
ences between the Glaive and Scripted versions, the true value
of fast planning-based interactive narrative techniques lies in
controlling narratives whose space is too large to be anticipated
by human authors. We believe that as narrative planning tech-
niques scale up to handle larger environments, they will even-
tually be able to outperform some human-scripted interactive
stories.
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